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Vision
To emerge as one of the finest technical institutions of higher learning, to develop 

engineering professionals who are technically competent, ethical and environment 

friendly for betterment of the society.

Mission
Accomplish stimulating learning environment through high quality academic 

instruction, innovation and industry-institute interface.
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The history of BMS institutions dates back to the year 

1946. Late Sri B. M. Sreenivasaiah, philanthropist and 

visionary, realized the importance of technical 

education in the country. BMS College of Engineering, 

which he started in the year 1946, has the distinction of 

being the first private engineering college in the 

country. Sri B. M. Sreenivasaiah was conferred the title 

'Dharma Prakasha Raja Karya Prasaktha' by the 

Maharaja of Mysore for his yeoman’s service in the 

education sector. The inheritors of his legacy continue 

to cherish and uphold his vision and ideals.

After the demise of Sri B. M. Sreenivasaiah, his 

illustrious son Sri B. S. Narayan, a dynamic and 

enterprising personality, developed BMS College of 

Engineering into one of the finest engineering colleges. 

In addition, he established other institutions of higher 

education including BMS College of Law, BMS College 

for Women and BMS Evening College of Engineering. 

He was instrumental in initiating several collaborative 

programs, such as cross cultural programs with M/s 

Melton Foundation & training foreign students under 

International Co-operation Division.

The affairs of the BMS institutions are effectively 

managed by The Council of Trustees appointed by 

Dr. B. S. Ragini Narayan, wife of Late Sri B. S. Narayan, 

who is the Donor Trustee & Member Secretary of BMS 

Educational Trust.

Founder's 
Vision
Promoting prosperity 
of mankind by 
augmenting human 
resource capital 
through quality 
education and training.

Late Sri B. S. Narayan
Donor Trustee, BMSET

Late Sri B. M. Sreenivasaiah
Founder, BMSET

They made history by their indomitable spirit.

Vision
To emerge as one of the finest technical 

institutions of higher learning, to develop 

engineering professionals who are technically 

competent, ethical and environment friendly 

for betterment of the society.

Mission
Accomplish  a  s t imulat ing  learning  

environment through high quality academic 

instruction, innovation and industry-

institute interface.



Council of Trustees of
BMS Educational Trust

Justice S. R. Bannurmath

Hon. Chairman
Former Chief Justice, High Court of Kerala

Chairman, Human Rights Commission,

Maharashtra State

Dr. B. S. Ragini Narayan

Donor Trustee and Member Secretary
Educationist and

Member, Board of Governors, BMSIT & M

Chairperson, BMSCW & BMSCL

Dr. P. Dayananda Pai

Trustee
Industrialist, Syndicate Member, Manipal

University & NITK Surathkal,

Chairman, Board of Governors, BMSCE and 

Member, Board of Governors, BMSIT & M

Sri H. U. Talawar

Ex-Officio Trustee (Govt. Nominee)

Director of Technical Education,

Govt. of Karnataka 

and Member, Board of Governors, BMSIT & M

Sri K. Jairaj, IAS (Retd.)

Trustee
Former Additional Chief Secretary,

Govt. of Karnataka

Senior Fellow, IIM-Bangalore

Chairman, Board of Governors, BMSIT & M
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Hello! Welcome to BMS Institute of Technology & 

Management, a part of the highly reputed BMS group of 

institutions. 

The “BMS” brand is an outcome of the exemplary vision, 

undivided commitment and dedicated effort demonstrated 

by all its stakeholders for several decades. The vision and 

mission of BMSIT&M are contemporary. They recognize 

that the engineering problems arising out of today’s 

complex world are huge, unique, and often unpredictable in 

implications. Only engineers who can take a holistic 

approach, have the right competencies, lead multi-cultural 

teams and engage in continuous experimentation and life-

long learning provide complete solutions to these 

problems. BMSIT&M is committed to produce such 

engineers and managers who can confidently take these 

problems head-on.

The management of the institute has been very proactive in 

establishing a vast and serene campus; building modern 

c lassrooms,  s tate-of- the-art  laboratories  and 

infrastructure; creating exceptional human capital for 

teaching, research and consulting services; and supporting 

all collaborative and networking efforts. Our highly 

qualified and dedicated faculty members are competent to 

implement Outcome-Based Education (OBE), which is an 

international standard to develop students to their full 

potential.   They have implemented new initiatives to make 

our education system more effective and efficient. Our 

institute’s close partnership with industries has ensured a 

large number of internships and placements to our 

students. It’s no surprise then that BMSIT&M has been 

conferred with several national-level awards in 2015 alone. 

The institute is highly environment-loving. Hostels are very 

good and known for hygiene, healthy and ragging-free 

environment. The opportunity for sports and multi-

cultural activities is enormous.  Round-the-clock security, 

CCTV surveillance in hostels, round-the clock power 

supply, continuous housekeeping, well-maintained garden, 

and the institute’s transport system, all bear testimony to 

our commitment to provide the best life style to BMSITians.  

It’s a dream place for anyone to get transformed into a 

valuable engineer.  It could be your or your ward’s dream 

too. Welcome to BMSIT&M.

Dr. MOHAN BABU G. N.

Principal



?

?Interactive classes with puzzles, quizzes, etc. 

?Blended and co-operative learning classes

?Partial delivery classes conducted by external 

resource persons

Course delivery through modern technology

Pedagogy and TLP

Green Campus 
?The campus is totally eco-friendly. It has green cover 

with lawns, trees, ornamental plants, fruit bearing 

plants, medicinal plants, bio-diesel plants, shrubs, etc.

?Garden benches are located in shady spots to help 

students study during tests, examinations, etc.

?Rain Water Harvesting is implemented  in all blocks

?Recycled water from the Sewage Treatment Plant is 

used for complete watering of the garden.
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About BMSIT & M
In view of the growing demand for technical education 

and with the goal of establishing a premier technical 

education on par with international standards, a new 

technical institution by name 'BMS Institute of 

Technology and Management' was established in 2002. 

Currently, BMSIT & M offers seven UG, three PG 

programs and Ph.D./M.Sc. (Engg.) in seven disciplines. 

BMSIT & M has well qualified and experienced faculty, 

technical and supporting staff members. The institute's 

well-equipped laboratories, good infrastructure, 

teaching-learning aids, etc. provide the right impetus to 

the growth of students.

Location
BMS Institute of Technology and Management is located 

on Doddaballapura Main Road, 5 km from Yelahanka 

town and within a radius of 10 km from Bengaluru 

International Airport. It is situated on a sprawling & 

serene campus spread over an area of 18 acres. 



For PG COURSES 
?Bachelor’s degree with 50% of marks in aggregate 

?Minimum Forty (45%) percent aggregate marks for 
SC/ST and other Backward Classes specified in the 
Government Order

?For consideration under Management Seat, the 
candidate should have minimum 60% marks in 
Bachelor’s degree. 

?For details visit
www.kea.kar.nic.in
www.comedk.org

For UG COURSES 
?Pre-University or XII standard or equivalent 

examinations

?Compulsory Subjects: Physics and Mathematics

?Optional subjects: Chemistry, Bio-Technology, 
Computer Science, Biology and Electronics.

?Minimum Forty Five (45%)  percent aggregate marks

?Minimum Forty (40%) percent aggregate marks for 
SC/ST and other Backward Classes specified in the 
Government Order.

?For consideration under Management Seat, the 
candidate should have minimum 60% marks in Pre-
University or XII standard or equivalent examinations. 

Eligibility for Admission

UG Courses offered
?Electronics and Communication Engineering (ECE)

?Computer Science and Engineering (CSE)

?Mechanical Engineering (ME)

?Electrical and Electronics Engineering (EEE)

?Telecommunication Engineering (TCE)

?Information Science and Engineering (ISE)

?Civil Engineering (CV)

Category of admissions

?Common Entrance Test (CET) conducted by 
Karnataka Examination Authority

?Consortium of Medical, Engineering & Dental 
Colleges of Karnataka (COMED-K)

?Management

BMSIT & M offers a multitude of programmes 
to live up to student expectations. For 
example: Melton Foundation, Google and 
Microsoft Ambassador programmes.
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PG Courses offered
?Master of Computer Applications (MCA)

?M.Tech.– Machine Design

?M.Tech.– Computer Science & Engineering

Category of admissions

?State Level Common Entrance Test (PGCET) 
conducted by Karnataka Examination Authority

?Common Entrance Test (KMAT) conducted by an 
association of all colleges offering MCA courses.

?Management



Sports

Events Organised

?Tournaments

?Coaching Camps

?Inter-class Sports Events

?Sports Competition for Hostelites 

?Sports Competition for Staff

Facilities

?Indoor & Outdoor 

?Gym facilities, TT, Badminton, Carrom, Chess, 

Cricket Net, Football, Basketball, Volleyball, 

Tennis, etc. 

?Digitized library. 

?Book Bank, DELNET, Reprographic facilities

?DELNET, Discussion Rooms

?Web-OPAC on Intranet

?44K + Volumes; 80+ Print & 8 e-Journal Packages

Library Cafeteria

FA C I L I T I E SFacilities
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Medical Facility

?Medical Centre - Doctor in campus

?Ambulance

?Girls Hostel in Yelahanka 

New Town

?Boys hostel is located within the campus ?PIO Hostel

Melton Foundation

?BMS is the only group in India to have an alliance 

with Melton Foundation

?Wi-Fi enabled campus

?60 Mbps bandwidth

?Provides platform for social interaction & 

educational opportunities in the USA, China, Chile, 

Germany & India

Transport

?A Fleet of 10 buses

?Safe, Reliable, & Student-friendly

?Covers main areas of Bengaluru city
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Hostel



Tech Forums and clubs have been created across 

departments in the college to foster technical interest 

among students. Various activities are conducted under 

these forums and students plan activities with the 

consent of coordinators. These activities provide 

students a good platform to exhibit both technical and 

creative capabilities.

?TECHKSHETRA 

?CINNOVIL (CIV)

?INFINIUM  (ISE) 

?TEKRUTHI (TCE)

 (ECE)

Students making an ELECISIM board

Tech Forums/Newsletters

Encouragement is the byword
here. Students are always
encouraged to learn, innovate
and excel.
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Student centric activities

?SEMAPHORE (CSE)

?UTKHANANA (MECH)

?VIDYUTH (EEE)

?ANVAYA (MCA)



Mini Project Exhibition 

Industrial Visits

Industrial visits give students an exposure to 

practical work situations and latest technologies. 

Students are exposed to best and latest practices 

followed in industry during these visits. 

In today’s scenario, better interaction between industry 

and institute is essential for the success of technical 

institutions. It influences the design of the curriculum, 

gives students exposure to  industrial atmosphere and 

plays an effective role in helping engineering graduates 

find placement in industries across the country and 

ignite their enterprising mindset. In this light, experts 

from different organizations are invited to have a healthy 

interaction with the Principal, Vice Principal, heads of 

departments, lecturers and students. 

Start-up Meet/Employer Meet

?Blended learning is a formal education program 

wherein a student learns at least in part through 

delivery of content and instruction via digital and 

online media. 

?Collaborative learning helps students share 

knowledge, improve communication skills and 

diffuse knowledge.

Blended class

Cooperative Learning  & Creative Learning Class 
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NSS

?Regular Voluntary Blood Donation Camps

?Special camping activities

?Visits to orphanage, old age homes, etc.



Students are given an opportunity to undergo 

internship in organizations to enhance their 

skills and be industry ready.

Experts from various organizations are invited to share 

their experience and technical skills, which increase the 

understanding level of students.

Internships

Technical Talks

?Faculty facilitators for First year Students

?Proctor System & Parent-Teacher Meets

?Faculty Feedback system

?Financial assistance through fee concession, 

scholarships

?Book Bank facility

?Group Medical Insurance

?SMS based alerts – Attendance, IA Marks, etc.

?Regular interaction with Industry and Alumni

?Department and Institute level techno cultural festivals

?Student clubs / department forums

?Department / Institute newsletters

Student Support/

Empowerment System

?Best IEEE Students Chapter

?KSCST Project Funding

?VTU Ranks

?Scholarships

?Sports Awards

?National/International Competition

Student Accomplishments 
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P l a c e m e n t s
Semester-wise Placement Training

Semester wise placement training is conducted by 

professionals for students from the 3rd semester. Aptitude 

and soft skills training are being covered by professional 

trainers to make students more industry ready.

MOUs:

BMSIT&M has signed MoUs with the following companies 

to set up labs within the campus, enable its students  carry 

out research projects and also them on emerging 

technologies and make them more competent in the 

industry.

?Texas Instruments – EdGate

?KPIT

?Valluri Technology Accelerators

?National Design Research Forum (NDRF)

?Steinbeis India

?Sasken

Our Recruiters So Far

Research and Development (R & D) Centre
In recognition of the facilities available at BMSIT & M, 

several of its departments, viz., Mechanical Engineering, 

Mathematics, Electronics & Communication, Electrical & 

Electronics, Computer Science Engineering, Physics and 

Chemistry have been recognised as VTU research centres. 

On an average, our faculty members publish about 150 

international research papers. Broad areas of research 

include Material Science, Grid and Cloud Computing, 

Networks, Datamining, Pattern Recognition, Image 

Processing, Fluid Mechanics, Graph Theory, Composite 

Materials, Machine Tools, I/C Engines, Nano Materials, 

Energy Materials and Structural Engineering.

The students of BMSIT & M are trained from the first year 

itself in soft skills such as  personality development, 

group discussion, mock interview, aptitude test, etc. Our 

students are placed through BMSIT & M and BMSCE 

placement cells. Over 80 reputed companies regularly 

visit our campus to recruit students. For complete details 

on placements, visit our website www.bmsit.in.
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Awards & Accolades Student Excellence Award among 

Private Institutes in South

An independent survey conducted by “Dataquest-CRM 

T-School Survey 2015” awarded BMS Institute of 

Technology & Management with “Student Excellence 

Award among Pvt. Institutes in South”.  Mr. Pradeep 

Gupta, Chairman and Managing Director, Cybermedia 

handed over the award and certificate to our Principal 

Dr. Mohan Babu G.N. on 23rd Sep 2015 in New Delhi.

Outstanding Engineering Institute – 

South

Vijayavani, a leading Kannada newspaper, conducted a 

survey of  various institutions in India and selected 

some of them for National Education Leadership 

Awards in different categories. BMS Institute of 

Technology & Management was adjudged “Outstanding 

Engineering Institute – South” and the award was 

presented by Mr. Anand Sankeshwar, MD of M/s. 

Vijayavani Award

Vijayavani at a grand function held at Taj Vivanta on 

12.09.2015. The award was received by Mr. Vishwanath 

Acharya, Administrative Officer, and Mr. Ganesh, 

Placement & Training Officer.

BMS Institute of Technology & Management has been 

awarded Special Outstanding Prize for “BEST 

ORNAMENTAL GARDEN” during Horticultural Show 

organized by The Mysore Horticultural Society at 

Lalbagh, Bengaluru, for three consecutive years i.e. 

2014, 2015 and 2016.

“The Higher Education Review” Magazine survey on 

Private Engineering Colleges in India – May 2015 – has 

rated BMSIT as below:

?Ranked 17th among Top 100 Private Engineering 

Colleges in India

?Ranked 12th among Top 20 Best Private 

Engineering Colleges in India

?Ranked 10th among Top 20 High Quality 

Placements among Private Engineering Colleges in 

India
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Horticulture Award

Career 360 Magazine has accorded AAA rating to 

BMSIT during its survey on Professional Colleges in 

April 2015.



Dignitary Visits

Clockwise: Sri  A.S. Kiran Kumar, Chairman, ISRO

Sri Ravi Gururaj, Head - Product Council, NASSCOM

Sri Venkatesh Valluri, Chairman, Valluri Technology 

Accelerators

Mrs. Pratibha Priya Darshini, Shell India

Being ranked at the top doesn't make
us complacent. It makes us feel
even more responsible and accountable.
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There are so many wonderful things to say about BMSIT & M. I received immense opportunities to learn 

and explore interests outside of the classroom through the NSS activities, College Fest UTHSAHA, several 

technical meets and so on. I think one of the most important things I learnt at BMSIT & M was how to 

review and respond critically to ideas or pieces of work. We were always thinking, writing, and talking 

about ideas and academic works. I feel so comfortable with my viewpoints and expressing them in an 

assertive but calm way. The faculty ensured that the classes were kept interactive and fun-filled. Even 

outside the classroom, faculty were always available to discuss our doubt, ideas and thoughts. Kudos to 

the placement team at BMST & M that prepared us for the placement activities and organized a huge 

number of placement drives. Finally, thanks to BMSIT & M for molding my future. 

- Chaitra G, Batch of 2015 – Information Science & Engg., Software Engineer, Philips, India

“Doing Engineering is about building the foundation for a new beginning and BMSIT & M helped me to do 

exactly that. Our college faculty not only supported and guided us (first batch of EEE department) in academic 

and non-academic activities but also provided us with opportunities to kick start our career through 

placements. I am sincerely thankful to BMSIT & M for giving me  the necessary training and helping me get my 

first job. It is the support from my department, batchmates, college infrastructure and faculty/staff members 

that made my experience in college fruitful. 
- Kevin Mascarenhas, Electrical and Electronics Engg., 2007 Batch

Technology Lead (Manager) in MD Financial Management, Canada

Alumni Talk

My experience at BMSIT & M has been enriching. With an excellent faculty and infrastructure, it gives the 

students a platform for grooming themselves in whatever field they are interested in. Not only in terms of 

education but also in terms of developing personality, which is the most important aspect in the corporate 

world. In addition to all of this, its excellent library, labs, and green campus gives you an environment to push 

for your dreams. I am from BMSIT & M and I thank it for transforming me into a person with high self-

confidence who can strive to make this world a better place.

- Somsubhro Choudhury, Batch of 2012 – Mechanical Engineering

Previously Design Engineer, Weir Minerals India Pvt. Ltd., Bengaluru

Currently pursuing PGDM, T. A. Pai Management Institute, Manipal

BMSIT & M is a premier institute in Bengaluru. It's ability to attract bright students, the efforts to provide 

excellent learning and exposure and importantly, working with the industry to orient students on industry-

readiness, are aspects that make BMSIT & M, an institution to be associated with. The reputation of the 

institute and the quality of students have been key factors for us to be associated with BMSIT & M.

Our association with BMSIT & M has been for many years and we are quite happy with the support from the 

Institution on a host of things  It would also be appropriate to say that the Placement Team has contributed 

immensely to this strong relationship and we are thankful for its support and camaraderie. Overall, the 

performance of BMSIT & M students has been excellent in our organization.

Mr. Srikant Srinivasan, Senior Director, HR, Cognizant Technology Services

Employers Testify

Our resourcing team's interaction with BMSIT & M's placement coordinators during our trip wasn't just 

prompt but also had an ultimate touch of professionalism. More so, the recruitment process that was followed 

at the institute was very well organized. The quality of students is great and all our hires have proved to be an 

asset to our organization. BMSIT & M truly is creating a great talent pool who are well-versed with the future 

industry needs.

Ms. Fareen Shaikh, Lead - Campus Recruitment & Global hiring, Endurance International Group
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Students Speak
BMSIT & M, one of the prestigious institutions of Karnataka, has a serene atmosphere catering to the needs of 

nature and modernity. It has a wonderful campus with learned and approachable staff who are ever ready to 

extend their helping hand to the students to enrich their knowledge and excel in all spheres along with 

academics and encourage us to participate in co-curricular activities within the college and outside. The 

college has organized educational field trips to expose the students to real world situations and to acquire 

practical knowledge and has produced intellectuals and responsible citizens who can bring laurels to college. 

Students are well guided, trained and equipped by the placement cell to face the interviews. The college has a 

wonderful library. Last but not least, I am sure that the flag of BMSIT & M will fly high and touch the sky.

ANUSHA SRIDHARAN, VIII SEM, EEE

BMSIT & M isn't just a college of engineering. It is a cocoon where ideas are shaped, dreams are given a touch of 

reality, skills enhanced and futures are made. BMSIT & M provides top notch quality education and more. On-

hands experience is encouraged and the supportive faculty go the extra mile to help prepare students for 

technical and non-technical fields in the industry. Extra-curricular activities are abundant and the enthusiasm 

is infectious. National Conferences, start-up meets, alumni meet, technological events such as Tech Transform 

and community events like Blood Donation Camps are just a few in the long list of events and programs at 

BMSIT & M.  After all, its not just who we are underneath, its also where we study that defines us!

Mohammed Yousuff Sohaib, VIII Sem, Mechanical Engineering,

I came to BMSIT & M hoping to receive an effective education unknowing of what lied ahead. The experience 

has not been limited to what happens in the precincts of the classroom. The lush green vicinities of the campus 

added to what has been as blissful expedition. I can proudly tell that I was in the company of many brilliant 

individuals with varied interests from whom I’ve learnt a lot. The faculty in the Electronics and 

Communication Department have always had my back when there have been stumbling blocks in academics. 

The institute dons a colourful outlook during the annual techno-cultural fest UTSAHA, which has given me 

many cherished memories. It gives me immense pleasure to state that my alma mater is BMSIT & M. 

Karthik Veeramalai, 8thSem, ECE

“I believe that my son is receiving a high quality education. Today my son is independent, well aware and 

assertive person, who is truly inspired by his life. I believe his experiences at BMS Institute of Technology & 

Management have made him a more self-assured and confident person. I also believe BMSIT & M has 

positively expanded his view of his future. I strongly feel this institution makes a difference.”

B T Venkatesh, (Father of Sachin Govind V, 6thSem, Civil)

Parents Express

Every parent wants what's best for their children. I am proud to say that my daughter got a seat in one of the 

best institutions, BMSIT & M. It has molded her thinking abilities, technical knowledge and has provided her 

with several platforms to showcase her skills. The timely meeting with teachers has helped me learn more 

about her progress. The campus, library, canteen and transport facilities are excellent. On the whole, I am 

satisfied with what BMSIT & M has to offer. 

N Kumara, (Father of Vidyashree K, 6th Sem, CSE)
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BMS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY & MANAGEMENT

Bull Temple Road
Bengaluru-560019
Ph.: +91 80 26622130

Avalahalli, Yelahanka,
Bengaluru-560064
Ph.: +91 80 64569483

Bull Temple Road
Bengaluru-560019
Ph.: +91 80 26673231

KL Road, V.V. Puram,
Bengaluru-560004
Ph.: +91 80 26679336

Bugle Rock Road, Basavanagudi,
Bengaluru-560004
Ph.: +91 80 26601836

Bull Temple Road
Bengaluru-560019
Ph.: +91 80 26622130

Basavanagudi, Bengaluru-560004
Ph.: +91 80 26601836

Bull Temple Road
Bengaluru-560004
Ph.: +91 80 26610174

Website: www.bmsit.ac.in
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BMS EDUCATIONAL TRUST

+91 80 28561566
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